
Returning  
 

There is for everybody a time - a time of year, a time of life, a time of day, a time in the 

mind - when you are drawn back again. When you are pulled, magnetized, and you feel 
you must return. You must drop everything and go, go back to that place that is at once 

remote and familiar. That’s hot, foreign, alien and yet feels like coming home.  
 
Like thousands of others - like lemmings, like migrating birds - you feel the tug. As if a 

magnet pulled on all the cells of your body, swinging their little compass-needles south. 
Like a sleepwalker, you know the time has come and you organize yourself, your house, 

your trip, your bags, your day, your life, so as to return.  
 
As if in a dream, you don’t know how many times you have made this journey. All you 

know is that it’s time again. Like a magnet, the south calls millions back each year. 
Seasonal, annual, perennial migrants, we come from the cold north. 

 
The ancients used to ask permission of the spirits of a place before entering it. You don’t 
do that. But with every kilometre you try to prepare yourself, try to let another aspect of 

the daily drudgery drop away. Disconnecting step by step with the zone you’ve left 
behind - the bills, the emails, the elbowing commute, the insomnia - you try to prepare 

yourself to just be there. 
 

You feel the Med exert its vast haul over you, sucking you south so that you keep going 
- by plane, by car, by coach or by train - until you hit it. And in truth you’d have to be 
knocked unconscious not to feel the difference as you pass from the industrial business 

cities of the cold north into the warm, aromatic arms of the Mediterranean. 
 

Like a drug slapping your brain, there’s that always-the-first-time glimpse of kingfisher-
blue, extending away like azure silk. There is a gasp of recognition. Suddenly it’s there: 
the great sparkling dream. A promise fulfilled, a rendez-vous kept and this time yet 

again it’s as fresh as the first time. 
 

You stop, elated. The Med plays with you, sanding your feet, licking your knees, maybe 
feeding you garlicky mollusks. Your heart kicks its heels together, inexplicably young 
again. 

 
When you feel the fine sand between your toes, you could be anyone. So many suits and 

masks have fallen away, forgotten. You can be childlike, free, you can be naked. The 
rules are suspended and you can play like a gull or a young seal. 
 

There is the endless hope of the days to come. Time off, time out. No obstacles, nothing 
to negotiate. Just an open, irresistible invitation to step forward into the expanse. Just 

warm salty skin, turquoise splashing and dazzled eyes. 
 
This is literally the edge of the human world. Here at the water-side there is a zone of 

salty amnesty. All the usual categories - nationality, work, finances, future plans - can 
dissolve into a bright blue thought on this gold day. 

 
Lulled in the arms of mother Med, everyone can sit, lie or stroll as equal as the day they 
were born - just another seashore species like the crabs and gulls. 

 
This democratisation provided by the beach is not wholly fake. The rich have their cliff-

top villas and boats but anyone can come along, put down his handkerchief and sit on it 
beside the sparkling waters. 



This is the indigo frontier of the great water-nation whose borders lick twenty-one 
countries from Spain across the bottom of Europe, round the curve of the Middle East 
and back across the shoulders of Africa. 

 
Dip your toe in anywhere round the ring of the Med and you’re stirring the pots of time. 

Like the motorway or train-line that carried you here, the Med has been a highway for 
the ancient Greek gods and goddesses, floating them to this Occitan shore. Aphrodite, 
Zeus, Artemis, Dionysus - all stepped out of the Med’s waters here, shook its blue drops 

off their sandals and went about the business of soaking their myths into the lives of the 
locals. Many an old fisherman here on the Leucate peninsula is called Odysse or Hercules 

and there are many old ladies who answer to Artémis. And like the fishwives of Leucate 
with their fish-baskets on their heads, the Greek gods too traveled up into the maritime 
hills behind the beach, moving freely among the lives lived up there. 

 
The great yellow orb that has directed the day’s beach-games starts to peak in the sky 

above you now. It begins its journey down into the west, like a big gold bird on a slow 
descent back to ground. Your eyes follow its direction and like a child realising it should 
be somewhere, you suddenly remember that you are still en route. 

 
As if hypnotized, you are drawn to follow this sun out west into the rapidly cooling dark 

it is diving into. You stand up, the sand trickling off you. You must complete the journey. 
You look up into the bulky bodies of the Corbières Maritimes mountains - humping over 

each other - their great hulking silhouettes blocking out the descending sun. 
 
The eye of the sun can only peer out over their looming shoulders now, taking one last 

look at the Med before sinking into the tar-black jaws of the mountains. They swallow 
him, and their whipped-cream silhouette looks even sharper when lit by his last, dim 

rays.  
 
You feel that urgent pull in your chest now, like a thumping knowledge that it’s time to 

go, to push on - deeper, further - into the return. The scene is dramatic as you drive 
straight into the looming black mass of the western hills. Your salty arms prickle with the 

sudden cold. 
 
The car wends up the hills’ backs like a climbing insect. This is no joke. Bend, twist, 

sheer drop, bend. Most think there’s nothing up here, only thousands of acres of dry 
stony slopes and thorny bushes. The locals blast down the middle of the hairpin bends, 

trying to wedge outsiders into the ravines. 
 
The beach was open, silky, level. You could glide along it unobstructed. At the beach 

nothing is hidden. But as soon as you point a car up into these vertical bends you know 
there’s nothing simple about living up here. Those who do have to stalk this wild and 

thorny place to tear a living from it. And they don’t look any more open than their 
environment. They are closed, hermetic individuals. Their weather-beaten faces, turned 
to the land, are full of hilly knowledge about pruning vines, repairing tractors, repointing 

stone walls, ambushing boars. 
 

You’d want to know what you’re doing, coming up here in the dark, dizzy from the 
blinding heat of the day that’s lost. You’d need to know. The corkscrew bends and the 
gulleys deter the casual wanderer but you climb and climb, swinging into each blind 

ascending bend with a growing instinct. Was it always this easy? Soon there’s no-one 
left anywhere but you, pushing on. At last you are crossing the barren flats of the Pla 

Castel, a table-top of land thrust up to the sky, and preparing for the vertical lunge down 
the other side. 



All you can see below is a bottomless bowl of velvet dark: night-air so thick you feel you 
could just drive straight across it. As you approach the edge of the plateau, the brutal 
rock pyramid that is Valdria thrusts up out of the dark down there. Like most returners, 

you pull over here on the cliff-edge befoe going down. You lean against the ruined mill 
that stands sentinel above the valley. 

 
Returners stop to take it all this in. To arrive. As if to ask permission. There are a few 
scant lights in the village below. Not many. Never enough to make a welcome-party. 

Just enough to say that this wild bowl of sky-sized boulders is inhabited, here and there, 
by the odd little dot of human light. By out-of-the-ordinary individuals who choose to live 

up here, each represented by a tiny fleck of light below. 
 
In the dark your fingertips press the ancient stone of the mill and something in you flips 

with the spiral sensation that you have, at last, returned. For the evening, for the 
season, for the rest of your life or for the first time ever, you are somehow back. 

Because there is something about this place that you know. And there is so much that is 
not yet known. 
 


